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Journal of Demography Africa (JDA) is a bi-annual, peer-reviewed, open-access, International journal of population and development published by the Institute of Population Studies (IPoSt), Mekelle University (MU), Mekelle, Ethiopia. It was officially launched by MU in the year 2018.

JDA aims at providing a scope for various scientists, researchers, academicians, in Ethiopia as well as world over to publish their recent research findings relevant to Africa in specific, but also intends to publish articles relevant to other regions in the world. The scope of the journal also includes literature reviews, book reviews, and other matters that are of interest to demographers and other relevant disciplinary scientists.

JDA invites original contributions from the researchers/scientists relevant to the fields of: Population studies, demography, sociology, anthropology, psychology, health, education, economics, geography, (and GIS specialists), human ecology, political science, statistics, mathematics, environment and climate change.

JDA does not charge any processing fee or publication charges for its publication. But like any other eminence journal it expects from its researchers a quality work worth quoted by many.

JDA expects all the submissions online @ JDA’s website address: http://www.mu.edu.et/jda, and also at E-mail: pkmurthy2001@yahoo.com. Please visit the JDA website for “Information for Authors.”

JDA has published its first online issue (Volume 1) in the year 2019 and it is readily available from its official website address: http://www.mu.edu.et/jda.

JDA being bi-annual journal cordially invites all to submit their original contributions for publication in its forthcoming issues not later than May for its January-June issue and not later than November for its July-December to make it possible a careful peer review before its publication.
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